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Disorders Without Explanation
JOSEPH H. FRIEDMAN, MD
joseph_friedman@brown.edu
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the tremors psychogenic, but I never

organic while we often can demonstrate
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The Remote Origins of a Street Drug
STANLEY M. ARONSON, MD
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T

he ancient greek

and Latin languages have
generously provided the
art of medicine with a
dazzling array of prefixes, suffixes, privatives,
intensives, phonemes
and roots to satisfy the
profession’s etymological
needs as its physicians
confront newly encountered pathologic variants
and altered clinical disease-states. And so, over
the many centuries, physicians have
assembled novel technical words to
fit their needs for new nomenclature,
thinking these new words would stay
confined to the rarefied precincts of
medicine. It was a naïve thought.
For example, medicine needed a
word to define the abnormal stretching, dilating or expanding of a tubular
structure (such as a vein or an artery).
And so some anonymous soul took the
Greek prefix, ekto-, meaning outside or
external, and the root, stasis, meaning
the proper place, to form a new root:
ektasia; and when merged with more appendages such as a prefix, tel-, meaning
distant or furthest away, the new word
telangiectasia was born (defining an abnormal collection of dilated, peripheral
blood vessels).
And so, from its primary origins as
the Greek word, ekstasis, meaning
a displacement, came a secondary
Latin word, ecstasis, now meaning ‘a
removal from its proper place’; and
then, in English, a greater variety of
tertiary meanings: ‘beside oneself’, ‘out
of tune with the world’, and ‘in the
grip of deep passion.’ By this century,
the word came to define such entities
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as religious epiphanies,
trances, extreme rage, exalted sexual feelings – and
during the past few years,
an illicit street drug.
In seeking mood-altering pharmaceuticals,
chemists have recently
synthesized an organic
chemical called 3,4-methylenedioxy-N-methylamphetamine said to lessen
anxieties and enhance a
sense of intimacy/safety. An illicit street market promptly
emerged. The street name of this crystalline substance was MDMA, Molly
– or Ecstasy. And by 2005, recreational
abuse of this drug led to about 5,000
admissions to the emergency rooms of
this nation; and the annual number of
such overdosages requiring emergency
room intervention has now exceeded
11,000. One user of the drug, ecstasy,
exclaimed, “It was like kissing God.”
A Greek word with a narrow, sectarian meaning – ecstasies – had been
taken into the domain of religion, then
into the precincts of human passion
and medical terminology; and by the
current century, the word, ecstasy, has
been kidnapped by the manufacturers,
purveyors and users of a dangerous
empathogenic drug.
Moral barriers may sometimes hinder the free passage of a word from one
language to another, from one nation to
another – and even from one profession
to another; but sooner or later the transition is accomplished, but only if the
immigrant word fulfills a need. If there
is an urgent need for a new word, the
borders of a nation’s language become
quite porous.
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Arcane to atomic
Consider now the reverse process:
the transformation of an arcane word,
known solely to those interested in
Hibernian literature to the realm of
subatomic particle physics.
In 1964, the physicist, Murray GellMann, concluded that the proton was
composed of other, and as yet unnamed,
subatomic particles with fractional
electric charge values. And in seeking
a singular name for such a particle, he
remembered a small poem in James
Joyce’s (1882–1941) seminal book,
Finnegan’s Wake.
Three quarks for Muster Mark!
Sure he has not got much of a bark
And sure any he has it’s all
beside the mark …
And so, by 1963, Gell-Mann redeemed
the neologism, quark, from an obscure
work of literary genius and added it to the
daily vocabulary of subatomic physics.
Two words – ecstasy and quark – not
quite dormant but certainly selective
in their employment, have found new
homes: one in the volatile jargon of
street drugs and the other in the cloistered nomenclature of elementary particle physics. Kipling once observed that
“words are, of course, the most powerful
drug used by mankind.” v
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